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Abstract: This article uses the rice price crisis of 2007–2008 to show how material flow analysis
(MFA) can be combined with resilience research. After presentation of fundamental information
and methods, resilience-related concepts are illustrated using graphical methods and MFA data.
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) and node-link diagrams are used to highlight potential
vulnerability hotspots and show response to, recovery from disturbance and adaptation following
a disruption of the global rice market. The methods presented are especially useful in rapid screening
for potential impact of supply-side disruptions, such as export restrictions or poor harvests. The article
concludes by discussing other potential applications of the chosen approach and stressing the
importance of visual communication in dissemination of results and cross-pollination between
disciplines. All the data used in this study is available online, as interactive visualizations, at:
http://ricestudyvis.weebly.com.
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1. Introduction

Official trade statistics for 2012 (see Section 2.1) reported that 82 countries produced rice while
trade in rice occurred between 1655 pairs of partners. This is not a number easy to fit in a single table
or process quickly by a busy decision-maker. Graphical methods and interactive queries provide an
alternative; and some ways to quickly sort, filter, and understand the data.

From a different perspective, instead of separate points in a table, treating the data as
a system—with links, nodes, and underlying conditions—allows us to go beyond accounting
perspective and bridge information and understanding between adjacent, yet discrete, fields.

Both points of view will be illustrated in this article through a case study revolving around the
rice price crisis.

1.1. The Rice Crisis

The 2007–2008 rice crisis, in all likelihood, was not a result of a physical shortage, but rather
global speculation and policy measures undertaken by the three major rice exporters—India, Vietnam,
and Thailand; as well as the actions undertaken by Philippines—the biggest importer [1]. This caused
a sudden hike in prices of rice and defaults on agreed deliveries, on top of a number of ongoing global
disturbances, including oil price shock, escalating credit crisis, and concerns of poor harvest in Asia.
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The resulting situation affected Asian markets severely, but even more so some of the poorest nations
relying on imported rice as a major source of staple food, primarily in West Africa [2].

1.2. Material Flow Accounting and Analysis

The original focus of material flow accounting (MFA, see Appendix A) lay in linking economic
welfare and physical throughput of economy [3]. MFA as a distinct field of study which emerged rather
recently [4] and gained popularity after Eurostat took the brunt of the work towards consolidation
of the methodology [5]. Therefore, the standardized methodology of economy-wide material flow
accounts (EW-MFA) became one of the most recognized approaches among the methods used in
material flow analysis at the country level. Currently, the economy-wide material flow accounts is
considered a fairly mature and robust approach [6] and countries in the European Union are mandated
to report material consumption indicators, following the compilation guide published by Eurostat [7].

However, biggest potential contributions of material flow analyses had been linked to its ease of
incorporating diverse spatial and temporal scales [8]. This could have enabled material and energy flow
analysis (MEFA) to become a methodology of choice for monitoring progress towards sustainability [9],
but arguably, material flow analysis is still effectively restricted to accounting material use, as pointed
out in the very same publication from over a decade ago [9].

1.3. Resilience, Vulnerability, and Adaptation

Resilience, vulnerability, and adaptation (RVA) are three related fields which had been developing
in relative separation [10] due to their disparate roots, but all revolve around the ability of systems to
overcome external (or internal) disturbances.

Emergence of resilience as a field is usually linked with the work of Holling [11]. His later
work [12] clearly distinguished between the engineering and ecological resiliencies. Engineering
resilience is tied with the ability of a system to rebound and “spring back” [13] to its previous state,
and the speed at which it happens. The ecological resilience, on the other hand, describes propensity to
maintain original function in the face of disturbance. In real-life systems, those two types of resilience
have to be balanced to maximize the odds that the system will last (cf. Figure 1), despite all the internal
and external perturbations and disruptions.
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Zhu and Ruth [15] study resilience and efficiency of industrial ecosystems using simulated
network models. They find that diversity of supply can have different effects on local and global
scales, however in most cases high diversity of supply reduces risk exposure of a firm, but often
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leads to erosion of profits. On the other hand, the most dangerous disruptions propagate from
highly connected firms. Additionally, the study concludes that high dependency not only decreases
resilience directly, but also allows the disruptions to propagate further. A different study [16] finds
that interdependent networks are more fragile, which agrees with the statement that the rice price
crisis was either aggravated or happened in large part because of all the tribulations of 2008.

Vulnerability is often described as susceptibility to harm [17], but depending on research agenda,
the term does not have a universally agreed definition [18]. The origins of vulnerability research are
tied to the context of natural disasters [10], but nowadays also include factors spanning from poverty
to climate variability. Out of the RVA triplet, vulnerability is the one most often tackled using graphical
and visual approaches, which facilitates directing attention and political action towards phenomena
such as climate change vulnerability [19]. It is important to note that the growth in software, computing,
and visualization has enabled construction of interactive tools which allow non-experts to tap into
locally-relevant information [20,21].

Adaptation might be the most dated concept out of the RVA triplet, as interest in the topic is traced
back to anthropologists in the early 20th century [10]. Therefore, less focus was put on mathematical
models and more on the mechanisms of adjustments enabling continuation on a stable development
trajectory [22]. As such, adaptability is sometimes treated as part of (engineering) resilience and when
sustainability necessitates changing to a new stable state (ecological resilience), the quality is referred
to as transformability. The confluence of resilience, vulnerability, and adaptation is discussed in detail
by Gallopin [18].

2. Methods and Data

2.1. System Definition and Data

This study follows the most basic nomenclature used in EW-MFA, illustrated in Figure 2. Domestic
extraction (used) accounts for all the materials sourced and used internally within the economy.
For calculations of indicators, only import data has been used to avoid asymmetry between reported
import and export flows. Using DE (domestic extraction) and imports, one can calculate the inputs
to the economy—domestic material inputs (DMI) and the level of reliance on imports, here noted as
“self-sufficiency” and expressed as the ratio of domestic extraction to all the inputs (DMI).
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All the data used in this study comes from two online sources. Data on domestic extraction
of rice has been obtained from FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations),
code: 5312 [23], while data on imports and exports has been downloaded through an API call from
United Nations’ Comtrade website (Standard International Trade Classification (SITC), Revision 3
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code: 042) [24]. The time periods chosen for the analysis are: 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, 2008, 2009, and
2012 (five-year intervals, all originally reported in SITC, Revision 3 and two additional years—2008
and 2009, to capture the effects of the “rice crisis”).

Countries’ extraction and trade data have been combined through (adjusted) three-letter ISO3
(International Organization for Standardization 3166-1 alpha-3 country codes) correspondence. In cases
where trade data from UN Comtrade was missing weight (but had monetary value), the values were
inferred using global average unit price ($/kg) calculations, following reference [25]. Data processing
was done in R programming language [26] and visualizations made in Tableau Public 9.0 (Tableau
Software, Seattle, WA, USA).

2.2. HHI and Node-Link Diagrams

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) is a measure of concentration of markets, widely applied
to issues regarding market concentration and monopolies. In this study, it will serve as a proxy of
diversity, and concentration, of either supply or imports. HHI can by calculated by summing squared
shares of all the market participants. If expressed in terms of production of each market participant
(xi), the index can be calculated as follows:

HHI “
ÿ

ˆ

xi
ř

xi

˙2
(1)

Hence, the index can take values between 0.0 (perfect competition) and 1.0 (single monopoly) and
for markets with N players with equal market shares, HHI simplifies to 1/N. Antitrust guidelines
suggest two important reference points for classification of market concentrations—HHI values of 0.15
and 0.25, with:

‚ competitive and “diluted” markets: HHI < 0.15;
‚ moderately concentrated markets: 0.15 < HHI < 0.25;
‚ highly concentrated markets: 0.25 < HHI.

HHI index can have the same value for different market (or supply) structures, as shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Various market structures and their corresponding HHIs.

Node-link diagrams are used to illustrate the global network of rice supply and consumption.
It allows the graphing of a number of qualities in a single diagram (see Figure 4), i.e., size (DMI)
and self-sufficiency of national markets as nodes as well as diversity and volume of imports as links
between the nodes. Clear coloring scheme allows easy screening for, and identification of, potentially
vulnerable spots in the network, whereas interactive form allows querying for additional information.
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Fully interactive versions of Figure 4 (and other) diagram(s) are available online at:
http://ricestudyvis.weebly.com (see Appendix B).
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Figure 4. Example of simplified node-link diagram visualization for global rice trade network in
2007. Each node depicts a single country (three-letter, ISO3 code label) with the size of the circle
corresponding with the magnitude of DMI. Each line illustrates a trade relationship reported between
two countries. The thicker end links to the country which imports more. Both nodes and links are
color-coded using red and orange hues to pinpoint potentially vulnerable spots in the global market.

3. Results and Discussion

Aggregated results (provided in the table below) show steady growth in demand for rice, levelling
off around 2008. Year 2002 is a clear outlier, which is a result of erroneous entries (more information
provided in Appendix C). The global structure of supply seems to be relatively stable. Few major
producers dominate both the supply and consumption of rice while international trade flows play only
a minor role, globally.

Table 1. Aggregated, world-wide data related to rice, based on information from FAO. DE-global
domestic extraction, equal to global production, IMP-global sum of imports, unit price is expressed
in nominal dollars, based on global trade value and volume. Flows missing weight data, but having
monetary values, have had weight assigned based on global average price for a given year as in
reference [25].

Year N DE (kton) IMP (kton) Unit Price ($/kg) Missing Weight (% of Value) Added Weight (%)

1992 86 477,146 4628 0.431 1.37 1.39
1997 139 548,063 10,527 0.423 1.62 1.65
2002 154 569,357 36,813 0.155 0.62 0.62
2007 161 624,406 21,509 0.450 0.08 0.08
2008 163 649,975 20,868 0.713 0.00 0.00
2009 160 646,621 18,279 0.670 3.51 3.64
2012 166 652,255 22,709 0.686 0.38 0.38

3.1. Modes of Vulnerability

The trade flows of countries can be broken down into a number of different groups, based on the
level of diversification of their rice imports (expressed as HHI of imports) and level of self-sufficiency
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of their own production (share of imports and HHI of DMI). One such breakdown, which could be
useful for screening for vulnerabilities, is represented graphically in the following diagram (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Grouping countries according to self-sufficiency (DE/DMI) and diversification of imports
[HHI(IMP)] reveals potential vulnerability modes. (A) Major producers and consumers, which may
not be able to cover potential shortages from the global trade market; (B) countries completely reliant
on imports of rice; (C) countries reliant on a single importer, providing various shares of overall rice
inputs (DMI).

Virtually all major players have high self-sufficiency (A), with varying levels of diversification of
imports, which in their case constitute only a minor share of overall inputs (DMI). On the opposite
side (B) are the countries which rely almost entirely on imports for provision of rice. There are also
a few countries which have basically a single source of rice imports (C). All of those groups have
different problems related to the resilience of their supply of rice. Group A is self-reliant, however,
taking into account the sheer size of consumption in this group, any country-level poor harvest can
result in shortages exceedingly difficult to cover with international trade (which is very small compared
with global consumption). Group C is vulnerable, because it is virtually completely reliant on a single
provider for all of their imports (of rice), whereas in the group B this type of risk is distributed among
a varying number of trade partners.

The next, node-link diagram (see Appendix D) (Figure 6) illustrates how to easily identify potential
hotspots in the rice consumption and trade network. In 2007, Congo (COG) imported all of its rice
from basically a single source and produced close to none. The trade partner was Thailand. For Gabon
(GAB) the situation was similar, but a significant share of imports came from Vietnam. In 2008, both
rice exporters introduced export restrictions. Both countries importing rice (GAB, COG) were left with
their main supply lines suddenly cut, aggravated by the fact that their purchasing power and ability to
tolerate high prices was low due to low income. Mexico (MEX) was in a different situation; it relies
almost completely on the US for provision of rice. Were rice production in the US to collapse, it would
be almost a surefire sign of a major trouble for the Mexican food market.
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Interactive versions of the link-node diagrams can be found at: http://ricestudyvis.weebly.com
(visualization 2).
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Figure 6. Using node-link representation to simultaneously visualize both production and trade of
rice around the world. Nodes are color-coded according to their level of self-sufficiency and sized
according to overall inputs (DMI). Each link represents a bilateral trade relationship between the
countries. Ends of the lines are sized according to the size of import and colored according to how big
a share this trade flow constitutes (IMPi/DMI).

3.2. Shock, Resilience, and Adaptation Strategies

Graphical methods offer simple heuristics to identify crises, such as the 2007–2008 rice price
crisis. Figure 7A shows diversification of rice imports—HHI(IMP)—over time and features major
reshuffling of time series in 2008—suggesting occurrence of a sudden, impactful event. Historically,
major importers (depicted with thicker lines) seemed to consolidate their imports between 2002 and
2007 (HHI going up). Then, in 2008, a major disruption occurred, followed by data rebounding in
2009 to values similar to 2007. After that, major importers followed a fairly uniform trend towards
diversification of their imports (HHI going down by 2012). The last bit of information—most countries
with major rice imports trying to split their imports among more countries (see Figure 7B)—is even
more interesting, considering that all four of the biggest producers decrease their HHI, despite the fact
the imports are only a minor fraction of their overall demand for rice and are more of an option rather
than necessity.

In the face of the crisis, not all countries were affected equally. That can also be interpreted using
graphical explanations. First, it is important to note that most rice trade originates and occurs in
South-East Asia (Figure 8A). It is the region where majority of rice is produced and traded. Because
the rice crisis originated and escalated there, it was the Western African countries, which suffered
most collateral damage. In large part, it was a result of heavy reliance on rice imports from that region
shown through prevalence of red- and orange-colored trade links between Africa and Asia (Figure 8B).
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their rice imports. That occurs notwithstanding their share of imports is very small (IMP as % of DMI)
compared with the overall productive capacity.
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Figure 8. Trade relationships in rice overlaid over a world map. (A) The biggest trade volumes occur
in Southeast Asia. That is also the region responsible for majority of exports; (B) Most of Africa, in
particular the western part, has a high share of their rice inputs fulfilled by imports from SE Asia;
(C) The US is a major rice producer in its region of the world. Most neighboring countries had been
heavily reliant on imports from the US (trade links in orange and red, in 2007).
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A focus on a different part of the global map of rice trade (Figure 9) can explain why American
nations did not suffer that badly through the 2007–2008 rice crisis. The US has completely dominated
rice production in its region (Figure 8C). South American nations have been largely cut off from the
crisis because of little need for imports and dominance of within-region rice trade (Figure 9). Therefore,
because of their structure of rice trade and production, the American rice markets were buffered
from the short-term price fluctuation originating in Asia. Hence, the resulting lack of effective price
transmission mechanism [2] can be attributed with comparatively low impact on import prices, at least
in South America (Figure 10).
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prices of South American imports (marked in carmine) were not as pronounced as that of other regions.
Data: Own calculations based on UN Comtrade.
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On the other side of the impact spectrum of the rice crisis were most of the African
nations—heavily reliant on imports, with diets featuring lots of rice and with little economic power to
burden sudden price fluctuations. Still, even in this group there is no single story. First, it seems that
the level of diversification has some impact on the type of reaction resulting from the crisis (Figure 11):
highly diversified countries often increase HHI temporarily (most likely filling the gaps from a single,
reliable source), whereas countries with high HHI often do the opposite (decrease HHI, because they
need to find new partners which can fill in the demand when the major source of imports stumbles).

Mauritania (MRT) seems to belong to the latter group. Either because of conscious decisions or
poor harvest it decreased its self-sufficiency around the time the crisis struck. The shock has been
followed by rapid diversification of imports and buildup of national production. Senegal (SEN) and
Gambia (GMB) reacted in a similar way—by increasing self-sufficiency. South Africa (ZAF) and Cote
d’Ivoire (CIV) behaved in a different fashion—both to keep on increasing the volume of imports and
try to keep HHI of imports at a level lower than in 2008. Finally, Nigeria (NGA) could be considered
a success story—the rice crisis of 2007–2008 either coincided with or became the reason for permanently
reduced volume of imports along with a ~20% increase in self-sufficiency which consistently exceeds
90%, post-2008. The situation is depicted in the following diagram (Figure 11). The semi-transparent
line showing a major increase in 2008 (ZWE, Zimbabwe) is an example of erroneous data entries
(cf. Appendix C).
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circumstances regarding the 2007–2008 rice price crisis.

Lastly, the relational approach to extraction and trade data can show us that not only the importers
of rice have been affected. Post-2008, Thai rice exports became significantly smaller shares of rice
imports of their partners, illustrated in the Figure 12, by decreasing amount of red hues between 2007
and 2012. This could be explained by the global market losing confidence in Thailand as it contributed
to the rice crisis, but more importantly, featured a prominent politician mentioning in public that
Thailand could initiate creation of a rice cartel, fixing prices, following the example of the oil-exporting
countries [1].
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Figure 12. Rice trade and production focused around Thailand—highlights from 2007, 2009, and 2012.
The trade relationships originating from Thailand have less red hues over time implying that Thai rice
exports became significantly smaller shares of rice imports of their partners between 2007 and 2012.

3.3. Future Prospects

A report by International Institute for Sustainable Development on resilience and security of food
networks [28] points out that resilience can be a property difficult to capture and assess in advance.
This article shows that a combination of MFA data and visualization can in the least pinpoint potential
hotspots vulnerable to export restrictions and show how the system responds to, recovers from and
adapts to a disruption. However, the type of approach presented in this article can extend to a number
of other adjacent interest areas.

First, the methodology can be readily applied to other products. Rice has been used as the case
study due to its global importance as a staple food and a major disruption to its supply conveniently
occurring in recent years. However, FAO keeps an extensive database of extraction (and consumption)
of food items around the world. Most of the latter can be linked directly to traded goods monitored by
the UN Comtrade, which started releasing data in three-month intervals, instead of yearly aggregates,
enabling more timely analyses. Moreover, a more sophisticated approach could extend the scope to
other material categories of MFA, such as fossil fuels, phosphate ores, or metals or more complex
products; after accounting for the different stages of production and consumption.

Secondly, the data on production and trade of goods can be combined and remixed further with
other resilience-relevant data, such as anticipated regional impacts of climate change or potential
scenarios of major catastrophic events, whether it be droughts or pandemics wiping out a certain breed
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or variety of an agricultural product. Figure 13 offers an example of combining weather hazard with
agricultural production data. Vast majority of rice production is concentrated in areas with significant
risk of weather-induced damages. As the potential for climate change increases, so does the risk of
another rice crisis—this time initiated by production shortage caused by a catastrophic climate event.
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Finally, one can try to investigate the evolution of the networks (or price data) of actual, real-life
systems instead of simulated models, using the data obtained from MFA or resilience studies such
as this one. The focus on this article was on showing the benefits of visual explorations rather
than generating new analytical results, but considering the success of the Observatory of Economic
Complexity [29] in leveraging network science to both uncover new insights into development of
economic structure and spark public interest in the topic, there is still much to be learned from all the
information contained in the flows of materials.

The fact that visual communication elicits “more and better factual communication” [30] is by no
means new—it can be dated back to the work of William Playfair in the 18th century. The difference
nowadays lies in the ease with which one can transform large amounts of open access data into
captivating visuals. Modern journalism and media have already started tapping into the potential
of interactive, “data-driven stories”, but science can also grow through delivering “explorable
explanations” [31].

4. Conclusions

The method of applying HHI and self-sufficiency measures to material flows’ data shows promise
especially in investigating impacts of potential export restrictions. In a broader context, it also allows
us to show the risk, and results, of organizational and structural lock-ins [9,15] and an excessive drive
towards efficiency in food supply networks. For rice, it means that resilience of smaller nations is
becoming eroded by effects of scale and price factors, whereas the biggest producers are similar to
colossi with feet of clay, because their consumption cannot be fulfilled by global trade in the case of
an emergency.

While the gaps between different fields of science are gradually dissolving, there is still much
room for improvement. As proven by the success of the Observatory of Economic Complexity, visual
display of quantitative information plays crucial role in disseminating information and encouraging
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exploration; whereas transition to a graphical, context-rich approach, on top of interactive queries,
allows capturing new insights which might have been elusive so far.
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Appendix A

Although material flow analysis and material flow accounting are not the same (the first term
is broader and can incorporate a number of other approaches), in this article, both terms are used
interchangeably and shortened to “MFA”.

Appendix B

Most of the diagrams in this article are available as interactive visualizations at:
http://ricestudyvis.weebly.com (the first visualization based around basic terms and HHI, the second
one focusing on link-node layouts and maps). Using the online visualization is it is possible to replicate
the figures used in this study, with the exception of Figure 9. All the differences between the versions
in this article and online had been a direct result of the scientific peer review process.

The visualizations have been constructed in Tableau Public 9.0 based on data from UN Comtrade
and FAO processed using R language. Each of them is made available for download, which means that
the underlying data can be extracted as well. Moreover, the rice data can be substituted and, provided
the new data has a similar structure, the visualizations can be reused and repurposed.

Appendix C

Two of the major principles driving this article were transparency and encouraging exploration.
Hence, the data has not been cleaned properly on purpose. That means that during exploration
of the visualization one can experience firsthand some of the issues resulting from work with data.
Among other things: Papua New Guinea (PNG) and Zimbabwe (ZWE) have some clearly erroneous
entries, there are instances of some significant countries missing data (e.g., a year of extraction in
Bangladesh), discontinuities occurring and problems combining data (e.g., each major organization
lists different set of “countries”, hence ISO3 codes sometimes do not agree either). Following the same
reasoning, the data has been left in a close-to-raw state, following a few basic join operations and
filtering has only been used to get a better look into the data and not to remove the outliers.

Appendix D

The node-link diagrams have been inspired by the following article: http://www.clearlyandsimply.com/
clearly_and_simply/2012/12/build-network-graphs-in-tableau.html and the layouts are based on
a phyllotaxis spiral.
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